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This invention relates especially‘ to goggles for 
use where high wind pressure is encountered, as 
is ‘the case, for example,‘ with aviators. A cush 
ion is ordinarilyprovided about the rear edge of 

' 5‘ the eyecups of such goggles to protect the face of 

10 

is 

the wearer, and'some means are also provided to‘ 
ventilate the eyecups so 
‘the lenses. > . i ‘ 

While the cushions should of course be held 
“securely to the eyecups, it is desirable that they 
be easily and quickly replaceable and that‘their 
mode of detachment in no wise interfere with the 
ventilation and with other functions of ‘the eye 
cup. - . . I' 

= " In accordance with my invention, I lock the lip 
ioflthe cushion within the rim of the eyecup by 
‘ineansof an inner reinforcing band which is pref 

as to prevent fogging of 

erably secured to the inner face otthe lip‘and by ' 
reason of "the vrelative con?guration of the eye 
cup and rim positively locks the lip in‘ the eye 

' ‘cup so long as the parts are in‘their normal or 
usable shape. Either the bandv or the eyecup, 
however, are resiliently deformable so asto per 
mit of detachment. At‘the same time theband 
serves as a de?ector to direct the air. entering. the 

‘ ‘ventilator toward the lens and away'ifrom‘the eye 

"85 

' ial separation or insertion until the eyecup is > 
l opened. For instance, theyimay both ?are out-. ‘40 

. ‘ wardly away from the rear sui?'ciently to‘ afford ' 

145 

of the wearer.. A p , H , . . . 

In one form, for example; in which‘the eyecup 
is an endless‘band and the lens‘is‘held' in place 
‘by a telescopic cover, the reinforcing‘ band is de 
formable,‘ and the band and eyecup» have com 
plementary recesses and detents which: interlock 
and which may be. released by springing the band. 

i In the case of an eyecup which‘opens at the tem 
ple end and so is expanded to receive the lens ‘ 
and the‘cushion lipythe rim of the ‘eyecup and 
:the reinforcing band may be shaped so as mutual 
fly to overhang circumferentially and prevent ax 

;a‘ positive lock. . ‘ ,» . l r 

" The security of this’ interlock may 'be en 
hanced by placing-the‘ loop or eyev member to 
which the head band is attached, on the rein 
forcing‘band and having it protrude through the 

' cushion lip and through an opening in the tem 
. ple end of the eyecup.‘ This may be done in the 
,case of an eyecupiwhich is split to‘open at the 
temple end,‘by.bifurcating the overlapping ends 
su?iciently ‘to leave. an opening when'the eye 
cupisclasped. ' . . ' g . 

‘r This form of cushion securing’meansy may be 
‘adapted to cooperate with the usual ventilating " 
.devices in which‘ the inlet and outlet ventilation 

(01. 2—14) 
openings are in opposite sides of the eyecup. The 
inlet opening is usually in the bottom wall of the 
eyecup and the general width of the lip and re 
inforcing band at this point is such that they 
would cover the inlet opening. The lip, however, ‘ 
is ‘cut away‘ opposite the inlet opening so as to 
leavethe band opposing the opening and spaced 
from it by the thickness of the lip. Thev inoom- . 
ing air, therefore, strikes the band and is de 
?ected toward the lens. This de?ecting action 
may be improved by bending the deflecting por7 
‘tion of the band slightly inwardly away from 
the cushion lip, which may readily be‘done by 
‘slitting the band inwardly a short distance from 
its edge and turning in the slitted portion.“ At 
the outlet ventilating opening, the‘ lip and‘ the 
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reinforcing band are made suf?ciently narrow to “ 
stop short'ol this opening and leave it entirely 
uncovered. It will be noted that this ventilating 
feature of the structure doesinot interfere at all ‘_ 
with the interlocking feature. . . . 

Other detailed respects in which. my invention 
improves upon prior devices of this sort willap 
pear from the following description of certain 
embodiments of my invention which I have "se 
lected for the purpose of illustration; ‘ ' i . 

Fig. 1' isanl elevation of one goggle element 
of a pairlof goggles'embodying my invention, as 
viewed‘ from the outer side; 

Fig.‘ 2 is a horizontal section of thesaine, on . 
Iline 2;-2 of’ Fig. 1; 
'Fig. 3 is a detail in corresponding elevation 

-of the’ cushion ‘member including the reinforc 
ing band; ~ ] ‘ 1 a 

Fig. 4Uis asectionaldetail‘of the goggle ele 
ment on‘line 4-—4‘of Fig. 1; Y . ‘ 

" i Fig. _'5 is a‘sectional‘deta‘il of the same on line 
‘54-5 ‘of Fig.1; '_ ' ‘ ‘ ~ 

‘_ Fig. ‘6 is a section 
‘~6-‘—6‘ of'Fig. 2;. ' V _ - - 

Fig‘. '7 is a fragmentary‘ end elevation of th 
same at the temple end; a ‘ ‘ 

Fig. 8 is an elevation of a _ 
‘lb'er constituting a modi?ed embodiment ‘of- my 

detail of the same ‘on line 

'{invention, this illustration showing the member 
'as viewed from the inner or‘face-engaging side 
with'the cushion ‘member sectioned. at its junc 
tion’with the lip and its» outline ‘indicated in 
'dot and‘dash lines; 

Fig. 9 is a longitudinal 

line 9-9 of Fig. 8;‘ a l i Fig. 10 is a detail in elevation ‘of the cushion 

member of this modi?ed form; ‘ -> " l. 

_ Figpll is va fragmentarylend elevation at the 
templeend of the structure shown in Fig. ‘8; 

section of the’ same on 

‘single goggle mem- ‘ 
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Fig. 12 is a circumferential section of the 
parts shown in Fig. 11; I 

Fig. 13 is a detail in perspective of the end 
portions of the eyecup of Fig. 8 in open position; 

> Fig. 14 is a view corresponding to Fig. 13, illus 
trating the structure modi?ed by locating the 
head band attachment eye member upon the 
eyecup instead of upon the reinforcing band. 
The structure shown in Figs. 1 to 7, inclusive, 

is what may be‘ termed the closed eyecup con 
struction in that the eyecup is not split at the 
temple end but is an endless band. The eye 
cup I is an endless metallic band of oval out 
line with the lens 2 resting upon suitable sup 
ports 3 on the inner face of the eyecup. A lens 
cover ring 4 is hinged at the inner endv of the 
eyecup and telescopes over the eyecup, having 
a narrow ?ange which overlies the edge of‘ the 
lens and secures it in the eyecup. The usual 
hinged clasp 5 on the outer or temple end of 
the cover ring engages‘ over the head band loop 
in the usualway to hold the cover closed. 

Fitting'within the eyecupw from its rear is the 
lip 6a of the cushion member 6. This lip 6a 
is a circumferential axially, extending lip of a 
size and shape to ?t snugly within the eyecup 
rim._ Within: this lip 6a is a circumferential 
‘reinforcing resilient metallic band ‘I which is 
shown as‘ secured to the lip by stitching. 
a line inwardly of the central vertical axis of the 

On 

reinforcing band are two opposed detent mem 
bers 8. ‘These are shown as separate members 
riveted to the band. They extend above the 
outer edge of .the lip and, in the assembled po 
sition of the parts, they engage in'recesses ‘ la 
formed in the wall of the eyecup. The band ‘i is 
sufficiently ?exible to be easily deformable. 
Therefore, by springing the walls of the band to 
gether toward the inner end of the elliptical ring, 
these "detents may be brought together so as 
to release them from the recesses Ia. 

' At the temple end‘ of the elliptical band, the 
bandiis provided with an outwardly projecting 
.loopor eye 9 which serves for attachment of 
thehead ‘band in the usual way. This loop 9 
extends through a- slit in the lip 6a and also 
‘through an opening in .the band I. "It, there 
fore, ‘serves as a third point of attachment ‘of 
the band to the eyecup. The ‘clasp 5 closes 
over this loop or eye 9, as above mentioned. 
To insert the cushion in the eyecup, one ?rst 

inserts the eye 9 through the opening in the 
eyecup and then springs the wall of the band 
and the lip together toward the opposite end 
and :pushes the lip into the eyecup until the de 
tents engage in the recess la. The lip is thus 
:se‘curely locked in thereyecup. To remove the 
cushion, it is only necessaryv to reverse the op 

-.eration,- ?rst deforming the band so as to: dis 
engage the detents 8 from the recesses la and 
withdrawing that end of the cushion, and last 
ly, withdrawing the eye member 9 from the eye 

; cup. ' - 

vTo ventilate the, space'back of the lens so as to 
'prevent fogging, the eyecup is shown as having 
well' known vventilating means.- The air inlet is 
at the bottom of the eyecup and the outlet is at 
the-‘top. 'The inlet consists of a series of circum 
ferentially spaced holes Hi. The flange of the 
,cover 4 which telescopes over the eyecup has a 
series of holes I l which register with the holes 6 0 

.:When_ the‘ cover isjclosed. ‘Air is directed toward 
the inlet openings by a battle- member l2 which is 
larch-shaped in cross section with closed ends 

775 and is-secured on the eyecup wall over the inlet 

outer edge for the reception of the lens. 
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openings and is provided along its front face with 
a series of openings l3. As the wearer of the 
goggle moves forward, the air is therefore caught 

_ by the openings l3 and is directed by the ba?ie 
into the openings I0 and H. 
The lip 6a is cut away at its outer edge over 

the circumferential distance occupied by the in 
let openings l? so as to leave these openings un 
covered on the inside of the eyecup. ‘This ap 
pears quite clearly from Fig. 1i. The band 7, 
however, extends with its outer edge above the 
cut away portion of the lip and in front of the 
inlet openings and serves to direct the incoming 
air toward the lens. As shown in Fig. 4, this de 
?ector portion of the band may be turned in 
wardly so as more effectively to deflect the air to 
ward the lens, and for this purpose the band is 
slitted on ‘opposite sides of the deflector portion. 
In the top wall of the eyecup there is formed a cir 
cumferentially extending outlet portion l4, and 
the flange of the cover member 4 which embraces 
the eyecup has a corresponding opening l5 which 
registers with the opening M. An arch-shaped 
baffle member it‘, provided with a longitudinal 
series of outlet openings may also be secured on ' 
the cover member over the openings 1 5. _ 

v In Figs. 8 to 13, inclusive, I have shown my 
invention applied to a so-called open eyecup, that 
is, one ‘which is split at the temple end and opens 
up at this joint to admit and release the lens and 
the cushion. The illustrated eyecup is generally 
of the form disclosed in my copending applica 
tion Serial No. 337,559, ?led February 5, 1929. The 
wall'l'l of the eyecup flares outwardly from its 
inner side and has a V-shaped bezzle Ha at its 

The 
lip 18a of ‘the cushion‘ I8 is similarly ?ared, as is 
the reinforcing band it, which is secured about 
the inner face'of the lip, as by stitching. When 
the eyecup is opened up, the flared lip with its 
reinforcing band may be inserted in place in the 
eyecup, and the ‘closing of the eyecup then serves 
to lock the cushion vand reinforcing band posi 
tively within the eyecup by reason of the over 
hang of the parts. Furthermore, the band 19 
may, as shown in these ?gures, have the head 
band engaging loop or eye 6 on its temple end. 
The overlapping ends of the eyecup are bifur 
cated and the length of .these bifurcations is such 
that when the eyecup is closed, an opening is left 
for the loop 9. This appears clearly in Figs. 11, 
12 and 13. A hinged latch member 20 on one end 
section has an opening in it su?iciently long to 
receive the loop 9 and to latch over a catch 2| on 
the opposing end section. ‘ 

‘ As shown in Fig. 14, it is not essential to the 
invention that the loop 9 be on the band I 9 since 
the lip with its reinforcing band will be locked 
positively in the eyecup by the overhang due to 
‘the ?are of the eyecup and enclosed members. 
‘Therefore, the loop or eye member 9a may be on 
one of the ends of the eyecup and serve as the 
catch for the latch member 20. In this case only 
the end which carries the latch member will be 
bifurcated so as to straddle the eye member‘Sa 
when the eyecup is closed. 
In either case the ventilating construction of 

the lip and reinforcing band of the cushion will 
be similar to that of the cushion member of Figs. 
1 to 7, inclusive. The lip I?a will be cut out, as 
shownlin Fig. 10, at the point where it would 
otherwise cover the inlet openings, and the band 
l9 will be slitted and turned back opposite the 

ventilation openings so as to form a deflector 
.‘member appears alsoclearly in Fig. .9. 

Cl 
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The bearing for the leg of the bridge member 

22 protrudes internally of the eyecup, and the 
lip l8a and the reinforcing band 19 are also cut 
away at this point to accommodate this bearing. 

It is obvious that various modi?cations may be 
made in the constructions shown in the drawing 
and above particularly described within the prin 
ciple and scope of‘my invention. 

I claim: ‘ 

1. In a goggle, in combination, an annular 
‘ .eyecup‘including a cushion receiving rim portion, 
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an annular cushion having an axially extending 
circumferential attaching lip, and a metallic re 
inforcing annular band ?tting interiorally of the 
lip and secured thereto, the lip ?tting within 
the rim portion and the rim portion and band 
having complementary projections and recesses 
and one of them being deformable so as to per 
mit insertion and removal of the lip. 

2. In a goggle, in combination, an annular 
cushion having an axially extending circumfer 
ential attaching lip, a metallic reinforcing an— 
nular band ?tting interiorally of the lip, and an 
eyecup ?tting exteriorally about the lip, the said 
band and eyecup having complementary projec 
tions and recesses engaging together to lock the 
two parts against axial separation. 

3. In a goggle, in combination, an annular 
cushion having an axially extending circumfer 
ential attaching lip, _a metalic reinforcing an 
nular band ?tting interiorally of the lip and 
having at its temple end an outwardly extending 
eye member adapted to have passed ‘there 
through the attaching piece of a head band, and 
an eyecup ?tting exteriorally about the lip and 
having an opening through which the eye mem 
ber protrudes. ‘ , 

4. In a goggle, in combination, ‘an annular 
eyecup including a cushion receiving rim‘portion, 
an annular cushion having an axially extending 
circumferential attaching lip, and a metallic re 
inforcing annular band ?tting interiorally of the 
lip and secured thereto, the band being deform 
able and having parts normally interlocking with 

the rim portion to prevent axial separation of 
the cushion and eyecup and releasable from such 
interlocking by deformation of the band. 

5. In a goggle, in combination, an annular 
eyecup including a cushion receiving rim por 
tion, an annular cushion having an axially ex 
tending circumferential attaching lip, and‘ a 
metallic reinforcing annular band ?tting in 
teriorally of the lip and secured thereto, the band 
being resiliently deformable and having at its 
temple end an outwardly extending eye member 
for head band attachment and detents disposed 
inwardly of said eye member, said eye member 
extending through the eye cup rim and the de 
tents normally interlocking with the said rim 
and being releasable therefrom by deformation 
of the rim. 

6. In a goggle, in combination, an annular 
eyecup‘ member including a cushion receiving 
rim portion, .an annular cushion having an 
axially extending circumferential attaching lip, 
and a metallic reinforcing annular band mem 
ber ?tting interiorally of the lip and secured 
thereto, one of the members having locking de 
pressions and the other member having locking 
projections adapted to engage in the depressions 
when the lip is in the rim portion and the projec 
tions being resiliently yieldable to permit axial 
assembly and disassembly of the two members. 

7. A goggle member comprising in combina- ‘ 
tion, an eyecup of ?exible material adapted to 
expand and contract in the‘plane thereof, the 
said eyecup ?aring outwardly, a removable soft 
rubber cushion having an‘ outwardly projecting 
lip extending into the eyecup, the said lip of the 
‘cushion ,?aring outwardly in accordance with 
the ?are of the eyecup, and a reinforcing back 
ing band for the lip of the cushion engaging the 
inner surface thereof and adapted to press the 
lip of the cushion against the inner surface of 
the eyecup, and means for locking the eyecup 
about the lip of the cushion. 

EMIL B. MEYROWITZ. 
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